WHERE
MOMENTS
MAKE
MEMORIES

E XPERIENCE
LU X U RY
TA I LO R - M A D E
F O R YO U
The exclusive hotels in the Hommage Luxury Hotels Collection are a blend of topclass service, regionally influenced starred cuisine, high-quality wellness amenities
and unique moments. We promise to make the time you spend in our hotels an
unforgettable experience. Every one of our hotels is closely tied to its position,
surrounding area and distinctive region – and you can experience this for yourself
in a very personal way. Our carefully selected exclusive experience offers,
such as an early morning oyster harvest with an award-winning chef, complement
our reinterpretation of contemporary luxury and satisfy your desire for the subtle
difference that transforms a stay with us into a lifelong memory.

WHERE MOMENTS MAKE MEMORIES
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LO C A L
D E L I G H T S AT
THE HIGHEST
LEVEL
The best way to learn about a place is probably to discover and try out its
distinctive cuisine. Each of our hotels invites you to sample regional specialities and
dishes for yourself. Using only the finest ingredients from our regional partners, our
top chefs create delicious works of art, on Sylt and in Wiesbaden even at Michelin
star level, that are rooted in the local food cultures.
When staging the dishes, the craftsman‘s sense of perfection comes into its own,
so that every single course becomes a culinary event and an experience to capture
all the senses.
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WHERE
TIME DOESN’T
M AT T E R
It is important to be able to leave the hustle and bustle of everyday life behind. Each
of our hotels contains perfect little havens of peace and relaxation. A place where
precious minerals revitalize the skin, the spa area will become your new favourite
refuge. Let our hotels become your personal fountain of youth with top-class, tailormade beauty treatments and massages to soothe the soul. Let stress drift away as our
skilled yoga teachers support you to regain your inner balance. And let connecting
with nature become pure happiness as you cool off after a session in the sauna in the
country‘s largest swimming pool – the North Sea.
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THE
PLEASURE IS
ALL OURS
Special life events deserve a special setting. In our hotels, we ensure that the most
important days in your life are an unforgettable highlight for you and your guests.
Whether you’re celebrating a wedding, a milestone birthday or a career
promotion – we always go the extra mile for you. This begins with detailed planning
of your celebration: our wonderful selection starts from the small, private room
to the festive ballroom up to the private use of the entire Söl’ring courtyard as your
personal sanctum. Our dedicated staff will guide you through the preparation and
support you on the big day itself. Our commitment to offer our guests exclusive
experiences during their stay with us means that we are your trusted partner when
it comes to transforming your most precious moments into lifelong memories.
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W H AT
OT H E R S
DON’T GET
TO S E E
Our guests get exclusive access, bringing them, as authentically as possible, closer to
the region and the local culture. The Hommage moments created for this purpose
will guarantee that you take away unique memories of your visit. Anyone can visit the
museum, but only we can offer you a private guided tour outside normal opening
hours. Visit a traditional vineyard and pick the grapes yourself. Experience a private
oyster harvest on the Sylt coast and afterwards enjoy a champagne breakfast while the
first rays of sunshine kiss the North Sea.
All Hommage moments are tailored to each location and environment, dependent
on the season, always limited in numbers and can be booked exclusively with
Hommage Luxury Hotels Collection.
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OUR
H OT E L S

S Ö L’ R I N G H O F

PA R K H O T E L B R E M E N

HO T EL KÖ59

NA SSAUER HOF

M AISON MESSMER

GR AND T IROLI A

This gem in the Rantum dunes lies directly above
the North Sea. This magical place in the far north
entrances the senses with haute cuisine at a 2-star
level. Come and try it out for yourself with cooking
classes and culinary experiences.
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Bremen‘s „Gute Stube“ is a traditional grand hotel
in the middle of the Bürgerpark. The hotel’s striking
dome hall is a prominent landmark and invites you in
to enjoy Hanseatic hospitality or your private dream
wedding.
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Düsseldorf – Rhenish joie de vivre meets a vibrant
mix of art, culture, cuisine and fashion. And fittingly,
the lifestyle Hotel Kö59 Düsseldorf is situated on
the famous Königsallee boulevard featuring modern
design and contemporary luxury.
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Located between the state parliament building and
the Kurhaus, this venerable grand hotel with its
own thermal spring has welcomed many illustrious
guests in its 200-year history. The fireplace bar
with humidor is unique in Wiesbaden, just like
the exquisite award-winning cuisine in the ENTE
restaurant.
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This elegant 5-star hotel is located right next to
the Kurpark and casino. Its historic Malersaal hall
breathes new life into times gone by, while the
exclusive spa will take your breath away. Imperial
tradition is reinterpreted with regional specialities in
the in-house Theaterkeller restaurant.
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The exclusive resort welcomes you and offers
spacious comfort in the breathtaking Tyrolean
mountains. Create lasting memories in the
sophisticated atmosphere of Kitzbühel, the
Eichenheim Championship Golf Course directly
beside the hotel and the wide range of leisure
activities.
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Endless sandy beaches
outside the door

BET WEEN
GR ANDEUR ,
I N D U LG E N C E
A N D N O RT H
SEA BREEZES

When people talk about Sylt, they think of the North Sea, dunes – and luxury. At
the Söl’ring Hof, we have a very personal, even unique, interpretation of this threefold image of Sylt: peace and relaxation in a haven with only 15 exclusive rooms,
top-class cuisine that will enthrall you and expansive views of the North Sea that
will leave you speechless. With its literally outstanding position high on the
dunes of Rantum and just a few steps from the North Sea, the Söl’ring Hof is
undoubtedly one of the most exclusive addresses in the whole of Germany.
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Your day can start whenever you
decide, as the gourmet breakfast is
naturally served for as long as you want.
After that there is a lot to discover: for
example, a cookery course with chef
de cuisine Jan-Philipp Berner will take
you to new culinary realms. For those
who have a penchant for exquisite port,
there is the best choice here north of

Jan-Philipp Berner
– host and chef de cuisine at the Söl’ring Hof

the Alto Douro and you can always
seek expert advice from our sommelier,
Bärbel Ring. In the evening, experience
the transformation of high-quality
regional produce into delicious works of
art in our 2-star restaurant.
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Use the binoculars on the windowsills of the luxurious rooms and
suites to drink in the broad expanse of the North Sea. The Söl’ring
Hof combines the advantages of a luxury hotel with those of a private
retreat. Even your very own beach chair is already reserved for you.

The scent of the sea f ills
the air and the f ire burns cosily
in the hearth

A LU X U RY
OA S I S O F C A L M
I N T H E PA R K

The Parkhotel Bremen enchants you with its subtle elegance in the green heart
of this Hanseatic city. Idyllically located on the shores of the Hollersee, the hotel
offers the perfect combination of peace and nature in a central location – your city
hideaway in the park. The interior, modernised in 2020, harmoniously complements
the palatial façade and the hotel‘s history which dates back to the 19th century.
For the inhabitants of Bremen, the hotel is an institution: in this cosmopolitan city,
it is a custom to celebrate important life events in the Parkhotel or round off a
Sunday walk with delicacies from our in-house patisserie.
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Walking or jogging: enjoy the
magical early-morning tranquillity
of the Bürgerpark

Afternoon tea in
the dome hall

Breakfast in the
Park restaurant

During the day you can linger and enjoy a classic afternoon tea away from the hurly
burly of everyday life. Don’t miss out on a piece of our famous Parkhotel cake – one
of the many culinary highlights of chef de cuisine Sebastian Oppermann and his team.
The cigar lounge, with its walk-in humidor and soft, background music, invites cigar
aficionados to take their ease in a comfortable atmosphere. Absolute relaxation of
a different kind can be experienced in the 1,200 m2 spa area with spa, sauna area
and exclusive beauty treatments. You
can also get active in the fitness area
enjoying panoramic park views or savour
that Mediterranean holiday feel in the
outdoor pool against the backdrop of
the Hollersee or sit back with a delicious
bite to eat on the terrace. As you
see, there are countless reasons why
guests from all over the world treasure
our hotel’s distinctive style and warm
hospitality.

Prime address, best location –
right on the Kö

LIFEST YLE
A N D LU X U RY
ON THE
KÖ N I G S A L L E E

Düsseldorf. City of art and culture. City of trade fairs and conferences. The epitome
of Rhenish joie de vivre and cosmopolitan charisma. Right in the centre, directly on
the famous Königsallee: the modern lifestyle Hotel Kö59.
Here, contemporary luxe meets cordial hospitality, modern design meets maximum
comfort, exquisite cuisine meets exclusive ambience. Whether you‘re here for
business or pleasure, work events or private parties – the Hotel Kö59 has event
rooms for any occasion, luxurious rooms and suites and top gastronomy in the Kö59
by Björn Freitag restaurant and the mixology bar fifty nine. The “Kö on the Kö” is
your stylish hub and place of rest in a fascinating city.
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What makes our hotel so special? Maybe the warm Rhenish hospitality,
which, in Hotel Kö59, is combined with the especially attentive and
committed service of our staff. Or perhaps its exclusive location
on Düsseldorf‘s main boulevard with its boutiques, designer stores
and galleries. Or even its easy walking distance to the old town, the
Rhine, the Medienhafen, theatres and museums. Or could it be bar
fifty nine with its special mixology concept and the Kö59 by Björn
Freitag restaurant which reinterprets traditional Rhenish cooking taking
inspiration from international cuisine.

In the Kö59 by Björn Freitag
restaurant: variations on Rhenish
and international cuisine –
inspired by the master himself
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Oh yes, and there’s also the modern architecture with
the light-filled 42 m high atrium and the ballrooms and
function rooms for business events, private celebrations
and parties that hold up to 725 people and can be
adapted for a wide variety of occasions. But what is
truly unique are the unforgettable moments. And those
you will have to experience for yourself.
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THE TIMELESS
CHARM
OF A GR ANDE
DA M E

Just a stone‘s throw away from the Kurhaus and the Hessian State Theatre, the
Nassauer Hof hotel has been a landmark in Wiesbaden for over 200 years. When
the doors open into the grand marbled lobby, you immediately sense the hotel’s
captivating atmosphere and the warm hospitality extended by the staff of this stylish
luxury hotel. The spacious rooms and suites with views over the town radiate the
timeless elegance you expect in a hotel of this quality. The award-winning cuisine
of the ENTE restaurant and the magnificent spa and thermal bathing pool will make
your stay an experience for both body and soul.
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In the heart of Wiesbaden – right next to
the Kurpark, Kurhaus and casino

A very special highlight of the Nassauer Hof is the ENTE: for over
four decades it has consistently been awarded a star in the Michelin
Guide – a culinary institution. Michael Kammermeier‘s creations are
accompanied to perfection by a glass or two from one of the best
stocked wine cellars in the country. And in the ENTE bistro guests can
experience French savoir-vivre in the centre of Wiesbaden.

»	INSPIRED BY
THE WORLD’S
FL AVOUR – EXCEPT
ANTARCTICA«
This is how Michael Kammermeier, chef de
cuisine at the ENTE, def ines his culinary style.

ENTE restaurant, 16 points in Gault&Millau, 1 Michelin star,
to book call us on: +49 (0)611 133 666
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At the very top of the Nassauer Hof admire – and enjoy – the
unrivalled spa and thermal bathing pool. The large pool under a
panoramic glass roof is fed with thermal water from the hotel‘s own
spring. Saunas, massage, cosmetic studio, fitness area and our yoga
teachers promise perfect relaxation.

A home away from
home: the Royal Suite.

Exclusive: the only hotel in
Wiesbaden with its own thermal
spring for the rooftop pool

An imperial view of Baden-Baden

BELLE
EPOQUE
MEETS
MODERN

The southern German panache of Maison Messmer, a historic luxury hotel in the
cosmpolitan Black Forest city of Baden-Baden, invites guests to linger. The spacious
rooms and exclusive suites have been extensively modernised. Charming and stylish,
they satisfy the highest expectations of furnishings and comfort. The penthouse
suite is the most splendid illustration of this with its designer furniture and private
rooftop terrace. Opposite the famous casino and with a view over the Kurpark,
Maison Messmer is the ideal starting point to immerse yourself into the art, culture
and attractions of Baden-Baden and to discover the impressive natural wonders of
the Black Forest all through the year.
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An unforgettable stay is guaranteed:
pure luxury on 240 m 2

Furnished rooftop terrace with a
view of the picturesque city

Culinary delights and a gourmet breakfast await you in the elegant Restaurant JB
Messmer. Enjoy Baden and Alsace specialities and wines in the Theaterkeller and
great art in the museums, theatres and concert houses of Baden Württemburg‘s
cultural capital. And let the town‘s historical buildings reveal the town‘s glorious past
as you walk through the streets of the old town. History also comes alive in the
hotel itself – particularly in the almost 300-year-old Malersaal in the heart of the
hotel. This elaborately restored jewel of the Belle Epoque serves today as a stage
for special occasions. Speaking of special: our elegant spa area is more than equal to
any of the city’s larger spa baths. There is a saying in Baden-Baden for this feel-good
atmosphere: the good-good life. There is nothing more to add.
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Pleasure for both palate and eye:
stylish dining in the
Restaurant JB Messmer
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WINTER
FA I RY TA L E
AND SUMMER
DREAM

Right at the top end of the premium hotel sector we find the Grand Tirolia: at the
foot of this luxury resort, in a picturesque mountain world, nestles Kitzbühel, one
of the most beautiful, fashionable and famous winter sports locations in the Alps.
For golf fans, as well as those keen to give it a go, the championship golf course
Eichenheim is one of the most beautiful greens in Europe and just a putt away. This
unique hotel is complemented by particularly spacious and luxurious rooms and
suites, exquisite cuisine and a wellness, sports and spa area that leaves nothing to be
desired – not to mention the wide range of leisure and sports facilities available at
any time of the year.
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One of the most beautiful golf courses in
Austria with a view of the Wilder Kaiser

Large and grand: the most
spacious suites in
Kitzbühel await you

Very well: enjoy the
2000 m2 wellness area

Taking a seat in the Grand Tirolia restaurant in the
morning for a delicious breakfast, you have already
experienced the day’s first special moment: the view
from your balcony overlooking the beautiful mountain
panorama. No matter what your daily schedule looks
like – the special moments and experiences will continue:
golfing on Austria‘s premier Championship Course,

strolling through Kitzbühel, hiking and biking in summer or
skiing, tobogganing and hiking in winter. All year long, the
sun terrace of the Gasthaus Eichenheim entices you to
take a break, the hotel‘s wellness oasis invites you to relax
and the Grand Tirolia restaurant tempts you for dinner
with live cooking demonstrations. The Leopold wine
bar and the Cooper Bar are the ideal places to round
off a wonderful day – with lively conversation and warm
Tyrolean hospitality.
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instagram.com/
soelringhof

facebook.com/
soelringhof

twitter.com/
soelringhof

facebook.com/
hotelkoe59

instagram.com/
hotelkoe59

S Ö L’ R I N G H O F

HO T EL KÖ59

Am Sandwall 1 | 25980 Sylt / Rantum | Germany
T +49 (0)4651 83620 0 | F +49 (0)4651 83620 20
info.soelringhof@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

Königsallee 59 | 40215 Düsseldorf | Germany
T +49 (0)211 8285 0 | F +49 (0)211 8285 1111
info.koe59@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

LOCATION
› Sylt airport: 8 km
› Westerland railway station: 7 km
› 3 golf courses within a radius
of 15 km
ROOMS & SUITES
› 11 Double rooms
› 2 Maisonettes
› 2 Suites

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
› C ooking courses and pleasure
excursions at various dates
throughout the year

RESTAUR ANTS
› S öl’ring Hof restaurant, 2*
Michelin Guide, 18 points
Gault&Millau
› Fireplace bar
› Port room for private parties
with view of the glazed wine
cellar

instagram.com/
parkhotelbremen

SPA & FITNESS
› P rivate beach with own beach
chair for every room
› Spa oasis with 2 saunas
› Fitness room, personal trainer
› Massage
› E-bike rental

EVENTS
› Private dining in the Port room
› S öl’ring Hof Exclusive for up to
30 people

facebook.com/
parkhotelbremen

twitter.com/
parkhotelbremen

LOCATION
› T he Hotel Kö59 Düsseldorf
is located directly on the
Königsallee and, on leaving the
hotel’s light-flooded atrium, the
magnificent boulevard with its
boutiques and designer shops
invites you to stroll and shop.
› Old Town Düsseldorf: 1.3 km
› D üsseldorf railway station: 1.6 km
› Düsseldorf airport: 8.7 km
› Cologne airport: 54 km
› Frankfurt airport: 225 km
EVENTS
› 14 meeting and function rooms
with a total of 1227 m 2 , from
24 m 2 to 720 m 2 for up to 725
people

ROOMS & SUITES
› 243 Rooms
› 44 Suites
RESTAUR ANTS
› Kö59 by Björn Freitag restaurant
› Bar fifty nine
SPA & FITNESS
› P artnership with
HOLMES PLACE
› 21 m long swimming pool
› Jacuzzi
› Sauna area
› Excellent programme of courses
› Modern training equipment

facebook.com/
nassauerhof

instagram.com/
hotelnassauerhof

PA R K H O T E L B R E M E N

H O T E L N A S SAU E R H O F

Im Bürgerpark | 28209 Bremen | Germany
T +49 (0)421 3408 0 | F +49 (0)421 3408 602
info.parkhotel@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

Kaiser-Friedrich-Platz 3 – 4 | 65183 Wiesbaden | Germany
T +49 (0)611 133 0 | F +49 (0)611 133 632
info.nassauerhof@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

LOCATION
› In the heart of Bremen’s
Bürgerpark
› Bremen city centre: 3.5 km
› E xhibition/Congress Centre: 0.5 km
› Bremen railway station: 1.5 km
› Bremen airport: 6 km
ROOMS & SUITES
› 26 Single rooms
› 126 Double rooms
› 13 Suites
› 7 Junior suites
RESTAUR ANTS
› P ark restaurant with German
gourmet cuisine
› P arkhotel Bar and Smokers
Lounge with walk-in humidor
› Historic dome hall

› In-house patisserie
› In summer: Hollersee terrace
with barbecue events
SPA & FITNESS
› 1200 m² spa and wellness area
› Sauna area with snow grotto
› Outdoor swimming pool
› Fitness area with panoramic views
› Yoga
› Massage
› S PA’RKS beauty centre with
Thalgo and St Barth products
EVENTS
› 9 meeting and congress rooms
from 11 m2 to 420 m2, up to
462 people

LOCATION
› In the centre of Wiesbaden,
directly opposite the casino and
Kurhaus
› RheinMain CongressCenter: 0.5 km
› Wiesbaden: 0.5 km
› Messe Frankfurt: 35 km
› Frankfurt airport: 26 km
› Wiesbaden railway station: 2 km
ROOMS & SUITES
› 17 Single rooms
› 118 Double rooms
› 14 Suites
› 10 Junior suites
RESTAUR ANTS
› G ourmet restaurant ENTE,
1* Michelin Guide, 16 points
Gault&Millau

› E
 NTE bistro, casual FrenchItalian bistro cuisine
› R estaurant Orangerie, fine casual
dining with sun terrace
› N assauer Hof fireplace bar –
smoking bar with humidor
SPA & FITNESS
› 1500 m² wellness area
› R ooftop pool with its own
thermal spring water
› Extensive sauna area
› Fitness room, personal trainer
› In-house yoga teachers
› Massage
› ARTEMIS beauty spa
EVENTS
› 9 meeting and congress rooms
from 27 m2 to 360 m2, up to 350
people

instagram.com/
maison_messmer

facebook.com/
hotelmaisonmessmer

facebook.com/
grandtirolia

instagram.com/
grandtirolia

twitter.com/
grandtirolia

M AISON MESSMER

GR AND T IROLI A

Werderstrasse 1 | 76530 Baden-Baden | Germany
T +49 (0)7221 3012 0 | F +49 (0)7221 3012 100
info.maison-messmer@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

Eichenheim 10 | 6370 Kitzbühel | Austria
T +43 (0)5356 666 15 | F +43 (0)5356 666 155 59
info.grandtirolia@hommage-hotels.com | www.hommage-hotels.com

LOCATION
› In the centre of Baden-Baden,
right next to the casino and
Kurhaus
› Baden-Baden railway station: 7 km
› Karlsruhe airport: 16 km
› Stuttgart airport: 111 km
› Iffezheim racecourse: 16 km
› Baden-Baden golf club: 3 km
ROOMS & SUITES
› 141 Double rooms
› 10 Suites
› 1 Penthouse suite with private
rooftop terrace
RESTAUR ANTS
› R estaurant JB Messmer, Fine
Dining

› T heaterkeller, Baden-Alsace
specialties
› Brasserie
› Fireplace bar
SPA & FITNESS
› R oyal spa with 60 m 2
indoor pool and sauna area
› Fitness room, personal trainer
› Yoga
› Massage
› Beauty treatments
EVENTS
› 6 function rooms from 40 m 2 to
200 m 2 , up to 200 people
› H istoric Malersaal for
functions and special events

LOCATION
› L ocated directly on the hotel’s
own golf course Eichenheim
(18-hole course) with breathtaking views of the Kitzbühel Alps
and the famous Hahnenkamm
› Central Kitzbühel: 4 km
› Kitzbühel railway station: 4 km
› Salzburg airport: 77 km
› Munich airport: 170 km
EVENTS
› N ine meeting and event rooms
with a total area of 1100 m 2 ,
from 20 m 2 to 330 m 2 for up to
400 people

ROOMS & SUITES
› 56 Double rooms
› 2 0 Suites
RESTAUR ANTS
› G asthaus Eichenheim with large
sun terrace
› L eopold wine bar
› Grand Tirolia restaurant
› Coopers bar
SPA & FITNESS
› 2 000 m² wellness area with
outdoor and indoor pool
› Extensive sauna area
› M assage, treatments, beauty
centre
› 24-hour fitness centre
› Ski and e-bike rental
› Golf course (18-hole course)
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